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â€œA knockoutâ€• (People) of a thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell

featuring medical examiner Kay Scarpetta.â€œKilling me wonâ€™t kill the beastâ€• are the last words

of rapist-murderer Ronnie Joe Waddell, written four days before his execution. But they can't

explain how Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds Waddell's fingerprints on another crime sceneâ€”after sheâ€™d

performed his autopsy. If this is some sort of game, Scarpetta seems to be the target. And if the

next victim is someone she knows, the punishment will be cruel and unusual...
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I purchased this book several years back. The benefit of having a long period of time between

readings of the same book is you forget the details and the book becomes a new book to enjoy all

over again.. I have always preferred a lot of the early books by Patricia Cornwell and find them

among her bests works.

I feel that Patricia Cornwell is writing her novels for adult readers since she goes into quite a bit of



detail in many of Dr. Scarpetta's cases. Each of her novels can be read independently of each other

but I find it much more interesting if I read them in order.I first began reading Cornwell's Novels

about 15+ years ago. For about ten years she attempted to begin a couple of new series with

completely different characters. I suppose that most readers, much like myself, just wanted more of

the Dr. Kay Scarpetta series and she did, finally, pick up her pen and resume this series. Her new

novels are even better than ever! I am a huge fan!

Finished the 5th Scarpetta book, and will read no more. The stories are preposterous.

Unfortunately, the author was clever enough to keep me reading and finish all five books because in

each one I was curious to see how she would bail out and end the nonsense. I am a slow learner,

apparently, but have finally learned to stay away from any more stories in the Kay Scarpetta series.

Spoilers ahead....So this is the fourth book of hers that I am reading, and in every single one, there

is some sort of conspiracy against her, and she is slandered in the newspapers. I mean, talk about

beating a dead horse. These books are otherwise decent page-turners, but this plot trope had

gotten old two books ago. It is too bad since the plots don't need these obvious red herrings to

move the story along. Outside of this, her books are enjoyable to read.

I enjoyed this book. I read it at bed time so it was hard to keep the flow going from one night to the

next but over all, it was great. There were times I didn't want to put it down but the clock was ticking

and I needed by beauty sleep. Sometimes, I found time to go to bed earlier than usual so that I

could read a little longer. I have never read this author before but I enjoyed it enough that I have

asked for more for Christmas.

Oh this was a good book! I have finished the series now (out of order lol!) and this was my last one.

Very very good. Not my favorite in the series, but a very good read. I'm so sad that I have read them

all and have to move on from Dr Kay Scarpetta. Would highly highly recommend these books to

anyone. I'm 18 but I feel as long as your child doesn't get scared easily and can handle the murder

aspects middle school would be an appropriate to start reading these.

Like the foreshadowing in this story. It's something I didn't notice in the previous books. This

story/book is well-written and one you don't want to put down. I spent the day reading this book and

totally enjoyed my day.I was a Corrections Officer, Guard if you will. I started when we were Peace



Officer status I very much realize not all of the criminals are behind bars and though I loathe to

admit it some of the 'Guards' are criminals as well.

I quite enjoyed this book and found myself mystified throughout as to "whodunnit". In that sense it

was a really good read and delivered the suspense it promised. I usually enjoy Patricia's books and

like the way she builds a profile of her heroine's life, including the people she is close to as well as

those more on the periphery of her life - it helps the reader to relate to her and treat her as a real

person. I particularly like the way she combines her professional life with her personal one and think

it shows the human side which is very necessary considering her profession which could otherwise

seem very detached and clinical so well done for that consideration. The plot was complex but not

too much so and very cleverly thought out. The only reason I didn't find it unputdownable was

because for me the over usage of technical jargon got in the way too much. Most people not familiar

with the terminology will probably find it irritating - after all, who wants to have to refer to a medical

directory to understand what's being said! I have heard many others make a similar comment but

personally I never found it a bother in her other books but on this occasion I was quite exasperated.

A small quibble and I wouldn't let it put me off.
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